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a b s t r a c t
The national forests (NFs) in the United States are protected areas managed for multiple purposes, and
therefore are subject to both natural and anthropogenic disturbances. Monitoring forest changes arising from
such disturbances and the post-disturbance recovery processes is essential for assessing the conditions of the
NFs and the effectiveness of management approaches. In this study, we used time series stacks of Landsat
images (LTSS) to evaluate the dynamics of seven NFs in eastern United States, including the De Soto NF, the
Talladega NF, the Francis Marion NF, and the Uwharrie NF in southeastern U.S., and the Chequamegon NF, the
Hiawatha NF, and the Superior NF in northern U.S. Each LTSS consisted of 12–14 Landsat images acquired for
the same location, spanning from 1984 to 2006 with a nominal interval of one image every 2 years. Each LTSS
was analyzed using a vegetation change tracker (VCT) algorithm to map forest disturbance. Accuracy
assessments of the derived disturbance maps revealed that they had overall accuracy values of about 80%,
with most of the disturbance classes having user's accuracies ranging from 70% to 95%. The producer's
accuracies were generally lower, with the majority being in the range between 50% and 70%. While this may
suggest that the disturbance maps could slightly underestimate disturbances, a more detailed assessment of
the omission errors revealed that the majority of the disagreements were due to minor disturbances like
thinning or storm damages that were identiﬁed by the image analysts but were not captured by the VCT
algorithm.
The derived disturbance year maps revealed that while each of the seven NFs consisted of 90% or more forest
land, signiﬁcant portions of the forests were disturbed since 1984. Mapped disturbances accounted for about
30%–45% of total land area in the four NFs in southeastern U.S. and about 10%–20% in the three NFs in
northern U.S. The disturbance rates were generally higher in the buffer zones surrounding each NF, and
varied considerably over time. The time series approach employed in this study represents a new approach
for monitoring forest resources using the Landsat or similar satellite data records. The disturbance products
derived using this approach were spatially explicit and contained much more temporal details than
conventional bi-temporal change products, and likely will be found more useful by many users including
ecologists and resources managers. The high disturbance rates found in the southeastern U.S. suggest that
this region may have a more signiﬁcant role in modulating the atmospheric carbon budget than currently
recognized.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The national forests (NFs) in the United States were created for the
purposes of improving and protecting land, securing favorable
waterﬂows, and providing a continuous supply of timber. These are
protected areas managed for multiple purposes, including outdoor
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recreation, rangeland, timber, watershed, and wildlife and ﬁsh (USDA,
2007), and therefore are subject to disturbances arising from various
management activities as well as natural events such as ﬁre, storm,
and insect and disease damages. Continuous monitoring of forest
changes arising from such disturbances and the post-disturbance
recovery processes is essential for assessing the conditions of the NFs
and the effectiveness of management approaches, and for developing
sound management strategies that will allow the NFs to provide a
sustainable supply of goods and services.
In this paper we present a study of forest dynamics within and
around seven NFs in eastern U.S., including four in southeastern U.S.
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Fig. 1. Locations of the three national forests (NFs) in northern U.S. (top) and four NFs in southeastern U.S. (bottom) assessed in this study. The NFs are shown in gray polygons. The
images (with the WRS path/row shown as two numbers separated by a slash) in the background are disturbance maps produced through this study. Only the portion of the NFs that
intersected with the disturbance maps were assessed in this study.

and three in northern U.S. This study was derived from a larger
project — North American Forest Dynamics (NAFD) funded by the
North American Carbon Program (NACP) as part of an effort to
balance the carbon budget for the North America. One of the many
goals of this project was to evaluate forest disturbance and regrowth
history for the conterminous U.S. using the Landsat record dating
back to 1972. This goal was achieved by analyzing forest changes
using time series stacks of Landsat images for locations selected
across the country using a probability based sampling design
(Kennedy et al., 2006). The NFs evaluated in this study intersected
with the sample locations used in the NAFD project (see Section 2.1).
The Landsat record is a unique data source for monitoring NFs.
Each Landsat image has a relatively large footprint (approximately
180 km × 180 km), and yet the ﬁne spatial resolutions can provide the
spatial details necessary for characterizing many of the changes
arising from natural or anthropogenic disturbances (Townshend &
Justice, 1988). In addition, with images available as early as 1972, this
record makes it possible to analyze changes over the last 30+ years.
Numerous studies have been conducted to analyze forest change using
Landsat images. Comprehensive reviews of different change detection
techniques using satellite imagery have been provided in a number of
publications (e.g. Singh, 1989; Coppin et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2004).
Many studies were concerned with changes between two dates
evaluated using bi-temporal change detection algorithms (e.g. Malila,
1980; Nelson, 1983; Genc & Smith, 2003), while bi-temporal and
multi-temporal change detection techniques have also been used to

analyze changes between multiple dates (e.g. Cohen et al., 1998;
Miller et al., 1998; Franklin et al., 2002; Yang & Lo, 2002; Healey et al.,
2005). Use of multiple image acquisitions in change analysis over a
relatively long period (e.g., a decade or longer) is necessary not only
for understanding the temporal variability of changes but also for
capturing transient changes, especially in regions where trees grow
rapidly. For example, we have noticed that in the southeastern U.S.,
the spectral signal of a forest harvest may degrade quickly due to rapid
regrowth, and can become spectrally indiscernible in just a few years.
Signiﬁcant portions of such changes likely will not be captured if
change analysis is performed using sparse image acquisitions (Lunetta
et al., 2004; Masek et al., 2008).
In this study, time series stacks of Landsat (LTSS) images with a
nominal temporal interval of 2 years were used to analyze forest
changes within and around the selected NFs. Each LTSS consisted of
more than ten images spanning from about 1984 to 2006. Use of
existing change detection methods to analyze the LTSS was determined extremely inefﬁcient because most of those methods could
handle only 2 or 3 images at a time and typically required intensive
human inputs. To improve the efﬁciency of forest change analysis
using LTSS, we have developed a highly automated change detection
algorithm called vegetation change tracker (VCT), which can be used
to analyze all images of a LTSS at the same time. The major goal of this
study is to use the VCT algorithm to evaluate the dynamics of the
seven selected NFs in eastern U.S. for the period between 1984 and
2006. In the following sections we ﬁrst describe the study areas,
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Table 1
National Forests and the corresponding WRS tiles evaluated in this study.
NF name

State

WRS tile (path/row)

NF area within WRS tile (ha)

Percent NF area within the WRS tile (%)

De Soto
Talladega
Francis Marion
Uwharrie
Chequamegon
Hiawatha
Superior

Mississippi
Alabama
South Carolina
North Carolina
Wisconsin
Michigan
Minnesota

21/39
21/37
16/37
16/36
25/29
22/28
27/27

323,347
291,683
162,710
87,016
417,834
500,756
882,127

69
32
100
71
16
39
70

Table 2
Acquisition dates (yyyy/mm/dd) of Landsat images used in this study.
WRS path/row
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

21/39

21/37

16/37

16/36

25/29

22/28

27/27

1984/09/06
1986/06/24
1987/06/27
1989/10/22
1991/09/26
1993/10/01
1995/10/07
1997/08/25
1999/08/15
2001/10/15
2002/10/18
2004/10/15

1984/09/06
1987/06/27
1988/06/13
1990/09/07
1991/09/26
1993/10/01
1995/06/17
1997/08/25
1999/09/16
2001/09/29
2003/06/23
2005/10/18

1984/09/03
1986/09/25
1988/09/14
1989/10/03
1990/10/06
1992/10/27
1994/09/15
1996/10/22
1998/10/12
1999/10/23
2000/10/09
2002/07/19
2005/10/15

1984/07/01
1986/09/25
1988/09/14
1990/10/06
1991/05/02
1993/09/28
1994/09/15
1996/07/02
1998/09/26
2000/08/14
2002/07/19
2003/09/24
2005/07/27

1984/09/18
1986/07/22
1988/09/13
1989/09/16
1992/09/08
1994/08/29
1996/09/19
1997/08/05
1999/10/06
2000/08/29
2001/08/08
2003/08/22
2005/07/10

1984/07/11
1986/08/18
1988/08/07
1990/07/12
1993/08/21
1995/06/08
1986/08/13
1998/07/18
1999/09/07
2001/08/03
2003/07/16
2005/08/06

1984/06/28
1986/08/21
1989/09/14
1990/07/31
1991/08/19
1993/09/25
1995/08/14
1997/09/04
1998/08/06
1999/07/24
2001/07/05
2003/09/05
2004/08/06
2006/09/13

preprocessing of the Landsat images, the change mapping method,
and validation approaches. The derived results are then presented,
followed by discussions and conclusions.
2. Data and methods
2.1. Study areas
Seven NFs in eastern United States were selected for this study,
including three in north central U.S. and four in southeastern U.S.
(Fig. 1). These NFs were selected to represent different forest
ecosystems and disturbance regimes along the latitudinal gradient
in eastern U.S. to the degree allowed by available satellite data. Most of
the selected NFs extended beyond the nominal frame of one Landsat
image as deﬁned by the tiling system of the World Reference System
(WRS). Due to data budget constraints, however, images were
acquired for only one WRS tile for each NF. Only the portion of each
NF that intersected with the selected WRS tile was considered in this
study. Boundaries of the selected NFs were based on the Federal
Owned Land data set of the ESRI Data and Maps product that
accompanied the ARCGIS software2. Table 1 lists the selected NFs, the
WRS tiles where LTSS were assembled, and the area and percentage of
each NF within the corresponding WRS tile. Through the remaining
sections of this paper, all characterizations of the seven NFs were
based on the portion that intersected with the corresponding WRS
tiles as shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1.

errors in detecting disturbances. We have noticed that in the
southeastern U.S. and other areas where trees grow rapidly, even a
stand clearing harvest can be replaced by thick young forests in just a
few years, which are often spectrally similar to undisturbed forests. As
a result, a harvest event may not be spectrally detectable if no image is
acquired immediately after the event.
The LTSS consisted of mostly Thematic Mapper (TM) images. From
1999 to 2003, we considered both TM and Enhanced Thematic
Mapper Plus (ETM+) images and selected the least cloudy one for a
particular target year. To avoid processing complications arising from
dealing with data gaps caused by the Scan Line Corrector (SLC) failure
that occurred in May 2003, no ETM+ images acquired after that date
were used in this study. All selected images were acquired during the
growing season, which was deﬁned to be between mid-June and midSeptember for mid- and high latitude regions but was relaxed to
include May and October in southeastern U.S. Images acquired during
or near the leaf-off season were not considered, because due to
spectral confusions between leaf-off deciduous forests and disturbed
forest land, leaf-off images were generally not suitable for land cover
change analysis. Table 2 lists the acquisition dates of all images
selected for the seven WRS tiles. Notice we did not make distinction
between TM and ETM+ images in the list because the two types of
images had very similar spatial and spectral characteristics and there
was essentially no difference between them in terms of the
preprocessing and change mapping algorithms described below.
2.3. High level image preprocessing

2.2. Landsat imagery
For each selected WRS tile, we acquired a time series stack of
Landsat (LTSS) images with a nominal interval of one image every
2 years for the period between roughly 1984 and 2006. This biennial
image interval was necessary in order to minimize possible omission
2
Limited details of this data set can be found at http://www.esri.com/data/datamaps/overview.html.

The raw images we received from the data vendor were geometrically and radiometrically corrected by the data vendor using
standard systematic correction methods (Landsat Project Science
Ofﬁce, 2000). These images typically contained considerable geometric errors because no ground control points were used in the
standard correction and the correction did not deal with terrain
effects. In this study, these images were further corrected using high
level correction algorithms to reduce the geometric and radiometric
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Fig. 2. Typical IFI temporal proﬁles of forest cover change processes. The location of the double arrow in (B) indicates the disturbance year while its length indicates disturbance
magnitude. The dashed line in (B) indicates the mean IFI value of forest observations.

errors. For radiometric correction, the images were re-calibrated
using recently updated calibration coefﬁcients3 to improve absolute
calibration accuracy of the Landsat 5 TM images. This step was not
necessary for the Landsat 7 images because the initial calibration of
those images by the data vendor was deemed accurate. The images
were then converted to top-of-atmospheric (TOA) reﬂectance
according to Markham and Barker (1986) and the Landsat 7 Science
Data User's Handbook (Landsat Project Science Ofﬁce, 2000). To
further reduce atmospheric effect, the images were corrected using
an atmospheric correction algorithm adapted from the MODIS 6S
radiative transfer approach (Vermote et al., 2002). Validation of the
derived Landsat surface reﬂectance using simultaneously acquired
MODIS daily reﬂectance products revealed that the discrepancies
between the two products were generally within the uncertainty of
the MODIS products themselves — the greater of 0.5% absolute
reﬂectance or 5% of the retrieved reﬂectance value (Masek et al.,
2006).
Geometrically, the images were corrected through the following
two steps:
▪ Precise identiﬁcation of satellite obit as represented by the nadir
view of a target image using an orthorectiﬁed base image and tiepoints: For each WRS tile, we used the orthorectiﬁed GeoCover
image (Tucker et al., 2004) acquired in the 19904 as the base image.
Tie-points between a target image and the base image were
identiﬁed automatically using a correlation algorithm (Kennedy &
Cohen, 2003).
▪ Orthorectiﬁcation according to the viewing geometry of the
satellite and a digital elevation model (Schowengerdt, 1997): For

3
Most recent calibration coefﬁcients for Landsat 5 TM images are available at
http://landsat.usgs.gov/technical_details/calibration_ﬁles/l5_lut.php.
4
The GeoCover 1990 data set has a nominal acquisition year of 1990. Due to data
availability and cloud contamination, the actual acquisition year for each WRS tile can
be different.

the digital elevation model we used the elevation data set produced
through the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)5 program
(Rabus et al., 2003), which had better spatial resolutions and should
be more accurate than the elevation data sets used to create the
GeoCover images (Tucker et al., 2004).
Comprehensive visual assessments of the orthorectiﬁed images
revealed that image-to-image registration errors among the images
were generally within one TM pixel.
2.4. Forest change mapping
The LTSS produced through the above high level preprocessing
procedures were used to map forest disturbances using a method
called vegetation change tracker (VCT). This method differs from
most existing land cover change detection methods in that it
automatically detects and tracks changes by analyzing all images of
a LTSS at the same time, which allows it to take advantage of the rich
temporal information of the LTSS in characterizing forest, non-forest,
and disturbance. It is very efﬁcient. For each LTSS, it took less than 4 h
for the current version of this algorithm to produce the disturbance
products described in Section 3.1, which, based on our experiences in
forest cover change analysis using bi-temporal change detection
techniques, could take an experienced image analyst at least ten days
or much longer. Another algorithm capable of analyzing image stacks
similar to the LTSS as a whole was a trajectory-based change
detection algorithm developed by Kennedy et al. (2007). No
comparison has been made between that method and the VCT
algorithm yet. Here we provide a brief description of the VCT
algorithm. Detailed description of all components of this algorithm is
beyond the scope of this paper and will be reported in a separate
paper.

5
Both the SRTM and GeoCover data sets were obtained from the Global Land Cover
Facility at http://www.landcover.org/index.shtml.
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The VCT algorithm consists of two major steps. During the ﬁrst
step, each image of a LTSS is analyzed independently to create a mask
and to calculate an integrated forest z-score index (IFZ). This step is
called single image masking and normalization. Once this step is
complete for all images of a LTSS, the derived forest index images are
stacked to form an IFZ time series for each pixel, which is then
analyzed to detect and track forest changes.
2.4.1. Single image masking and normalization
The major goal of this step is to use the spectral signature of known
forest pixels within each image to normalize that image. Suppose the
mean and standard deviation of the band i spectral values of known
―
forest pixels within an image are bi and SDi respectively, then for any
pixel (bpi) in that image, a forest z-score (FZ) value for that band can
calculated as follows:
FZi =

bpi − bi
:
SDi

For multi-spectral satellite images, the IFZ value of each pixel is
deﬁned by integrating FZi over the spectral bands as follows:
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
NB
u1 X
ðFZ Þ2
IFZ = t
NB i = 1 i
where NB is number of bands used. For Landsat TM and ETM+ images,
bands 3, 5, and 7 are used to calculate the IFZ. Bands 1 and 2 are not
used because they are highly correlated with band 3. The near infrared
band (band 4) is excluded because, while forest canopy typically has
high reﬂectance values in this band, non-forest surfaces can have high
or low reﬂectance values in this band depending on the non-forest
cover type. As a result, forest disturbances do not necessarily lead to
spectral changes in a particular direction in this band, and spectral
changes in this band do not necessarily indicate real disturbances.
Notice that if the spectral signature of forest pixels has a normal
distribution, FZi can be directly related to the probability of a pixel
being a forest pixel using the Standardized Normal Distribution Table
(SDST) published in statistical textbooks (e.g. Davis, 1986). As the root
sum square of FZi, IFZ can be interpreted similarly. While the forest
pixels within a Landsat image may not have a rigorous normal
distribution in all bands, an approximate probability interpretation of
FZi and IFZ makes it possible to use probability based threshold values
later on during time series analysis that might be applicable to images
acquired in different dates over different places. An intuitive
interpretation of IFZ is that it is an inverse measure of the likelihood
of a pixel being a forest pixel. Pixels having low IFZ value near 0 are
close to the spectral center of forest samples and therefore have high
probability of being forest pixels, while those having high IFZ values
are likely non-forest pixels.
For each satellite image, conﬁdent forest samples are delineated
using a dark object approach (Huang et al., 2008). This approach is
based on a well known observation that, due to substantial shadows
cast within tree canopy, forest is generally darker than most other
vegetated surfaces in the visible and shortwave infrared bands
(Colwell, 1974; Goward et al., 1994; Huemmrich & Goward, 1997). In
a histogram created using a local image window consisting of
substantial forest pixels, those forest pixels are located towards the
lower end of the histogram and often form a peak called forest peak.
Automatic delineation of forest pixels is achieved by locating the
forest peak and then thresholding the local image window using
threshold values deﬁned by the forest peak. A detailed description of
this dark object approach for delineating conﬁdent forest pixels has
been provided by Huang et al. (2008).
Although every effort was made to select cloud free images in
assembling the LTSS, due to data availability constraints some images

contained small portions of cloud cover. To minimize the risk of clouds
over forest being mapped as disturbances, a cloud and shadow
masking algorithm was applied to each image to mask out clouds and
shadow. This algorithm uses the forest samples delineated using the
above described method as reference and makes use of spectral,
thermal, spatial, and elevation information. Detailed description of the
cloud algorithm will be reported separately along with the VCT
algorithm.
2.4.2. Tracking forest change using the IFZ
Because IFZ measures the likelihood of a pixel being a forest pixel, its
change over time can be used to track forest changes. For pixels masked
as cloud or shadow in the single image masking and normalization step
(see Section 2.4.1), their IFZ values were calculated through linear
interpolation using good observations (i.e., not contaminated by cloud or
shadow) that were acquired in the years immediately before and after
the concerned acquisition year. Fig. 2 shows the typical temporal proﬁles
of the IFZ for major forest cover change processes. For a persisting forest
pixel that did not experience disturbance during the entire observing
period of a LTSS, the IFZ value stays low and is stable throughout the
monitoring period (Fig. 2(A)). The occurrence of a major disturbance will
result in a sharp increase in the IFZ value in the image acquired
immediately after the disturbance (Fig. 2(B)). The acquisition year of that
image is deﬁned by the VCT algorithm as the disturbance year for that
disturbance, although the actual disturbance year can be that year or any
year between that year and the available previous image acquisition. A
less dramatic change will result in a moderate increase in the IFZ value
(Fig. 2(C)). For recovery from a disturbance that occurred before the
acquisition of the ﬁrst image in the LTSS or conversion from non-forest to
forest, the IFZ will start with high values but will go down gradually as
the trees grow (Fig. 2(D)). Finally, the IFZ is generally all time high for
persisting non-forest land. For cropland the IFZ may also ﬂuctuate greatly
as surface conditions change from one year to another due to harvesting
and crop rotation (Fig. 2(E)).
The very distinctive IFZ temporal proﬁles for different forest cover
change processes allow identiﬁcation of those change processes using
the following simple rules:
– Pixels having low IFZ values through the entire observing period
are classiﬁed as persisting forest;
– Pixels having low IFZ values for at least two consecutive
observations but not for the entire observing period are classiﬁed
as disturbed forest pixels. The disturbance year is determined as
the acquisition year when the IFZ value increases sharply from a
low level (Fig. 2(B));
– Pixels having high IFZ values or having undulating IFZ values
throughout the entire observing period are classiﬁed as persisting
non-forest.
It should be noted that while only the IFZ is used here to track
forest changes, the band speciﬁc FZ values could be used to determine
change types such as logging or ﬁre. These issues are still being
investigated and the results will be reported separately.
2.4.3. Disturbance products produced by the VCT algorithm
The VCT algorithm calculates two attributes for each detected
disturbance — disturbance year and disturbance magnitude (Fig. 2(B)).
As discussed earlier, the disturbance year for a detected disturbance is
deﬁned by the acquisition year of the image in the concerned LTSS that
is acquired immediately after the occurrence of that disturbance.
When the disturbance year is the ﬁrst acquisition year of a LTSS, this
disturbance is called pre-observation disturbance (Fig. 2(D)). This
disturbance category not only includes pixels that were disturbed
before the ﬁrst image acquisition, but also includes conversion of
previously non-forest land to forest. For a detected disturbance, its
disturbance magnitude is calculated as the difference between the
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IFZ value at the disturbance year and the mean IFZ value of forest
observations within the concerned LTSS (indicated by the length of
the double arrow shown in Fig. 2(B)). In the disturbance year map,
pixels that remained water, forest, and non-forest are deﬁned as persisting water, persisting non-forest, and persisting forest respectively,
and an arbitrarily deﬁned ﬁll value is assigned to those pixels in the
disturbance magnitude map. We hypothesize that the disturbance
magnitude can serve as an indicator of whether a disturbance is a
major or minor disturbance, where minor disturbances refer to partial
removal of woody biomass caused by selective logging or storm
damage, while major disturbances include stand clearing events such
as clear cuts or stand replacement ﬁres. Measurements of biomass
change for known disturbances based on ﬁeld work or high resolution
images will be needed in order to test this hypothesis.
It should be noted that because trees grow rapidly in southeastern
U.S., some forests can be harvested or disturbed more than once
during the entire observing period. In a single layer disturbance year
map, however, only a single disturbance can be recorded, although the
VCT algorithm tracks all detected disturbances. In this study, the
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disturbance year maps recorded the ﬁrst disturbance when multiple
disturbances were detected for a pixel, and the validation and analysis
described below were based on the ﬁrst disturbance only.
2.5. Validation of the disturbance products
Validation of land cover products derived using satellite observations
typically relied on independent reference data collected through ground
based ﬁeld work, visual interpretation of high resolution images, or both
(Congalton, 1991; Stehman & Czaplewski, 1998). For the disturbance
products derived in this study, however, such a validation approach has
many practical difﬁculties. In order to validate the disturbance year
product, for example, one would have to conduct ﬁeld work or acquire
high resolution images in each of the acquisition years of a LTSS. This
would be impossible even with unlimited available resources, because
1) most of the required high resolution images do not exist, and 2) due to
the natural growth of vegetation, one cannot reliably determine the
ground conditions immediately before and after the occurrence of a
disturbance through a ﬁeld trip conducted at the time of disturbance

Fig. 3. Visual validation of three mapped disturbances using pre- and post-disturbance Landsat images. The disturbance year map was selected from a 17.1 km by 11.4 km area from
the Uwharrie NF. The size of the Landsat images as shown was 2.85 km by 2.85 km, which was zoomed in twice as compared with the disturbance year map.
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Table 3
Confusion matrix for the VCT derived disturbance year map for WRS path 21/row 37.
Reference
VCT

1

1
2
14
17
18
20
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
Column Total
Producer's acc.

0.2637

2

14

17

0.1970
0.0014

0.0094
0.0086
0.0725
0.0041

0.0052
0.0084
0.0033
0.0465
0.0015
0.0014
0.0030

0.0026

0.0009
0.0014
0.0006
0.0017

0.0009
0.0009
0.0017
0.1000
0.726

0.0134

0.0005
0.0144

21

23

0.0043

25

0.0211

27

29

0.0153

0.0043

0.0234
0.0007
0.0009

0.0246

31

0.0061

0.0091

33
0.0086

35
0.0021

0.0254

0.0017

0.0019
0.2003
0.984

20

0.0036
0.0215

0.0019

0.2679
0.984

18

0.0014
0.0010
0.0715
0.649

0.0017
0.0019
0.0467
0.460

0.0011
0.0026
0.0009
0.0013
0.0019
0.0481
0.527

0.0170
0.0009
0.0007
0.0017
0.0009
0.0018
0.0011
0.0284
0.599

0.0258

0.0009
0.0018
0.0006
0.0029
0.0530
0.487

0.0239
0.0009

0.0006
0.0010
0.0418
0.560

0.0180
0.0158

0.0019
0.0316
0.776

0.0010
0.0309
0.773

0.0010
0.0280
0.641

0.0244
0.649

0.0009
0.0010
0.0181
0.0221
0.819

Row Total

User's acc.

0.2789
0.3126
0.0772
0.0541
0.0256
0.0267
0.0200
0.0296
0.0255
0.0303
0.0316
0.0251
0.0234
0.0340
0.9947
Overall

0.946
0.630
0.940
0.858
0.839
0.949
0.849
0.872
0.917
0.810
0.757
0.714
0.677
0.532
0.797

The overall accuracy is 79.7%. Per class agreements are in bold face. Class code is deﬁned as follows: 1 — persisting non-forest, 2 — persisting forest, 14 — pre-observation disturbance,
15–36 — disturbance year by adding 1970 to the code (e.g. 17 indicates a 1987 disturbance).

mapping, which could be many years after the occurrence of that
disturbance. To avoid these problems, we designed a hybrid approach to
validate the disturbance year maps.
In the hybrid validation approach, we determined the disturbance
year through visual inspection of all Landsat images of each LTSS. For
most major disturbances the disturbance year determined this way
should be reliable because 1) most forests are spectrally distinctive in
Landsat images and can be easily separated from non-forest by
experienced image analysts, 2) major disturbances often yield spectral
change signals in the Landsat images that are signiﬁcant enough to
recognize, and 3) visual interpretation is one of the most reliable
approach for analyzing satellite images because of the ability of
human eyes to combine spectral, spatial (including texture and
contextual information), and temporal information in image analysis.
Fig. 3 shows a disturbance year map for an area within the Uwharrie
NF and the Landsat images acquired before and after the occurrence of
three disturbances. The three disturbances can be reliably identiﬁed
by a quick comparison between the pre- and post-disturbance Landsat
images. In order to avoid any possible confusions, for each reference
point we also obtained a 1-m digital orthophoto quarter-quadrangle
(DOQQ) image from the TerraServer (http://www.terraserver.com/)
to assist visual interpretation of the Landsat images. Although for most
locations the DOQQ image was available for only one date, which

typically did not coincide with the disturbance year of a concerned
disturbance, the surface conditions determined at the 1-m resolution
for that particular date can be used as a reference by an image analyst
in interpreting all Landsat acquisitions for that particular location.
Due to the extensive effort required by this hybrid approach, it was
used to validate the disturbance year products for one site in
southeastern U.S. (WRS path 21/row 37) and one site in northern U.S.
(WRS path 27/row 27). For each of the two WRS tiles, a stratiﬁed
random sampling approach was used to select validation points.
Speciﬁcally, the disturbance year map was used to deﬁne the strata
where each class was a stratum. The number of points selected from
each stratum was proportionate to its areal proportion within the
concerned image tile. For rare classes where the number of points
calculated this way was too low, it was increased to allow reliable
calculation of class speciﬁc accuracy values. Points located along polygon
edges as determined through visual inspection were moved such that
they were at least 2 pixels away from any edge to avoid the difﬁculty in
determining the reference label for such points arising from residual
misregistration errors among the Landsat images. For each point, the
above described hybrid approach was used to determine the appropriate
class type or disturbance year. The inclusion probability of each selected
point was tracked appropriately and was used in calculating the
accuracy estimates according to Stehman et al. (2003). Because the

Table 4
Confusion matrix for the VCT derived year of disturbance map for WRS path 27/row 27.
Reference
VCT

1

1
2
14
16
19
20
21
23
25
27
28
29
31
33
36
Column Total
Producer's acc.

0.1242
0.0223
0.0115
0.0043
0.0025

2
0.4461
0.0011

14
0.0123
0.0305

0.0003
0.0003
0.0027
0.0034
0.0006
0.0112
0.0013
0.0022
0.1865
0.6659

16
0.0025
0.0011
0.0214

19

20

0.0021
0.0111
0.0021
0.0003
0.0089
0.0009

0.0093

0.0003

0.0003
0.0003

0.0003

0.0032

21

23

0.0002

0.0031

0.0091

0.0024
0.0117

0.0009

0.0003
0.0003

0.0006
0.0006
0.0010
0.0009
0.4508
0.9895

0.0428
0.7133

0.0253
0.8459

0.0003
0.0267
0.3319

0.0130
0.7156

0.0093
0.9775

0.0176
0.6636

25
0.0046

0.0022
0.0087
0.0006
0.0006

27

28

0.0088

0.0006
0.0031

29
0.0087

31
0.0398

33

36

0.0101

0.0085

0.0005
0.0154
0.0019
0.0279
0.5512

0.0287
0.0372
0.7717

0.0021
0.0212
0.0009

0.0005
0.0003

0.0006

0.0176
0.4963

0.0315
0.6731

0.0006
0.0101
0.0006

0.0150
0.6734

The overall accuracy is 78.7%. Per class agreements are in bold face. Class code is deﬁned the same way as in Table 3.

0.0220
0.0006

0.0313
0.7014

0.0006
0.0190
0.0035
0.0009
0.0660
0.2874

Row Total

User's acc.

0.1270
0.5844
0.0464
0.0260
0.0113
0.0102
0.0114
0.0168
0.0096
0.0263
0.0158
0.0244
0.0334
0.0205
0.0350
0.9986
Overall

0.9784
0.7633
0.6586
0.8226
0.7821
0.9133
0.7946
0.6954
0.9066
0.8069
0.6396
0.8982
0.5670
0.7505
0.8207
0.787
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edge pixels only accounted for small portions of the total pixels within
each LTSS, the potential biases in the derived accuracy estimates due to
not including the edges in the accuracy assessment should be small. It is
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also worth noting that the residual misregistration errors among the
Landsat images should not necessarily lead to the forest edges being
more likely to be mapped as disturbances. Such edges could be mapped

Fig. 4. Disturbance year maps for a 17.5 km by 10 km area selected within each of the seven NFs (A: De Soto, B: Talladega, C: Francis Marion, D: Uwharrie, E: Superior, F: Chequamegon,
G: Hiawatha).
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as disturbances only in the unlikely event when the misregistration
errors had a temporal trend such that they caused the IFZ proﬁle for
a persisting forest (Fig. 2(A)) to look like that for a disturbance
(Fig. 2(B–D)).
For the remaining ﬁve sites concerned in this study (Table 1), the
disturbance year maps were visually checked using the approach
shown in Fig. 3. During the visual checking we picked a few windows
from each disturbance map on an ad hoc basis and visually inspected
those windows to evaluate whether each map contained substantially
more errors, or it had a similar level of accuracy as the two maps that
were assessed using the above described hybrid approach. The
disturbance magnitude products were not validated in this study
because neither the visual validation approach nor the hybrid
approach could provide deﬁnitive validation information. As discussed earlier, measurements of biomass change for known disturbances based on ﬁeld work or high resolution images will be
needed for validating these products.
3. Results
3.1. The disturbance year products
Each of the seven LTSS listed in Table 1 was analyzed using the VCT
algorithm to produce disturbance products. The disturbance year
maps for two of the seven sites were validated using the hybrid
approach described in Section 2.5. The derived confusion matrices for
the two sites are given in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. The overall,
user's, and producer's accuracies were calculated according to Stehman and Czaplewski (1998) and Stehman et al. (2003). At the perpixel level, the overall accuracy was 79.7% for path 21/row 37 and
78.7% for path 27/row 27. Both sites had relatively high user's accuracy
values for the disturbance classes. While the lowest user's accuracies
were just over 50%, the majority of the disturbance classes had user's
accuracies of over 80% in path 21/row 37 and over 70% in path 27/
row 27. The average user's and producer's accuracies were 80.6% and
68.8% for path 21/row 37 and 78.7% and 67.1% for path 27/row 27,
respectively.
The confusion matrices reveal distinctive patterns of errors by the
VCT algorithm. In both sites the VCT algorithm missed signiﬁcant
amount of changes and labeled them as persisting forest instead. The
WRS path 21/row 37 site had 67 such samples whereas the WRS path
27/row 27 site had 64. The majority of those changes (52 of 67 for
WRS path 21/row 37 and 44 of 64 for WRS path 27/row 27), however,
were identiﬁed as minor changes by the analysts. The path 21/row 37
site also had a group of errors located below the diagonal of the
confusion matrix (Table 3), indicating that many early-year disturbances in the reference data were mapped as disturbances in later
years by the VCT algorithm. A re-examination of the 77 points that had
this problem revealed that 49 of them had a minor disturbance in an
early year followed by a major disturbance in a later year, which was
detected correctly by the VCT algorithm. In other words, despite the
errors below the diagonal of Table 3, the majority of the changes
mapped by the VCT algorithm were disturbances that did occur in the
mapped disturbance year. These two groups of errors revealed that
the current VCT algorithm may miss signiﬁcant portions of minor
changes. On the other hand, the fact that the majority of the omission
errors were attributed to pixels that experienced minor changes
suggests that omission errors for major changes should be low, and
therefore biases in change rates calculated using the VCT derived
maps should be small for those major changes. Due to lack of ground
information or high resolution data collected immediately after the
occurrence of each disturbance, here the distinction between major
and minor disturbances was determined by visually checking the
post-disturbance Landsat images. After a minor disturbance, the postdisturbance pixels looked brighter and less green than the predisturbance pixels; but they still looked like forest pixels. For a major

Table 5
Percentage (%) of land cover types within the seven NFs evaluated using the LTSS.
NF name

Water

Non-forest

Forest

De Soto
Talladega
Francis Marion
Uwharrie
Chequamegon
Hiawatha
Superior

0.1
0.1
0.6
1.0
1.5
2.4
5.2

8.9
4.5
6.5
8.9
5.2
5.5
3.8

91.0
95.4
92.9
90.0
93.3
92.1
91.0

disturbance caused by clear cut or other stand replacing events,
however, the post-disturbance pixels did not look like forests any more.
Another group of error found in both sites included small number
of samples where the disturbance year only differed by one
observation between the VCT and the reference data. Such errors
were likely due to inconsistencies between the VCT algorithm and the
analysts in determining the disturbance year for situations where
selective logging occurred immediately before stand clearing harvests.
The WRS path 27/row 27 site also had a group of 44 samples that were
labeled as persisting non-forest by the analysts but were mapped as
persisting forest or as disturbances by the VCT algorithm (Table 4).
Based on the Landsat images and high resolution images obtained
from the TerraServer (see Section 2.5) and Google Maps (http://
maps.google.com/maps), most of those pixels were wetland pixels,
which often looked dark and green and were difﬁcult to separate from
forest pixels. Use of a land cover map like the National Landsat Cover
Dataset (NLCD) (Vogelmann et al., 2001; Homer et al., 2004) should
reduce much of this type of confusions.
Visual validation of the disturbance year maps for the remaining
ﬁve sites listed in Table 1 using the approach shown in Fig. 3 revealed
that those disturbance maps should have similar accuracy values as
those for the two sites discussed above. An example disturbance year
map for each of the seven NFs is shown in Fig. 4. While most of the
disturbances had shapes or linear edges that were indicative of the
human origin of those disturbances, evidence of natural disturbance
were also visible in these maps. For example, the sequence of 2003
disturbance patches in the Chequamegon NF (lower part of Fig. 4(F))
likely represented the path of a tornado touchdown.
3.2. Dynamics of the NFs
The disturbance year products allowed evaluation of the land cover
dynamics of the seven NFs. For each NF, land cover composition and
forest disturbance rates were derived from the disturbance year map.
While those maps have both commission and omission errors, most of
the errors were associated with minor disturbances (see Section 3.1).
For major disturbances, the calculated change rates should be
relatively reliable. For comparison, we also calculated disturbance
rates for three buffer zones deﬁned by distance of 0–5 km, 5–10 km,
and 10–15 km from the boundary of each NF. As with the NFs, only the
portion of a buffer zone that intersected with the corresponding WRS
tile was considered in this study. In addition, because the management practices for wilderness areas and national parks most likely are
different from those employed by private land owners, any wilderness
areas or national parks that intersected with the buffer zones were
excluded from the buffer zone analysis.
3.2.1. Land cover and disturbance characteristics
Table 5 summarizes the percentage of water, non-forest land and
forest land within the seven NFs. The percentages of water and nonforest were directly calculated according to the persisting water and
persisting non-forest classes in the disturbance year products,
respectively. Forest land included both persisting and disturbed forest
lands. Here disturbed forest refers to pixels that were mapped as
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Fig. 5. Percentage of land area mapped as persisting forest (light gray, bottom part of each bar) and disturbed forest (dark gray, top part of each bar) within the selected NFs and three
buffer zones surrounding each of them.

disturbed at any time during the observing period of the corresponding LTSS. Based on this deﬁnition, all seven NFs considered in this
study were highly forested, consisting of at least 90% forest land
(Table 5). The four NFs in southeastern U.S. (i.e., De Soto, Talladega,
Francis Marion, and Uwharrie) had no more than 1% water, while the
other three NFs in northern U.S. consisted of considerably more water.
Fig. 5 shows the amount of persisting and disturbed forest land for
each NF and its three buffer zones calculated as the proportion of total
land area in the NF or each buffer zone. It reveals that for each of the
seven NFs,
– The percentage of forest land within the NF was higher than that in
its surrounding buffer zones. In particular, three of the NFs,
including the Francis Marion NF, the Uwharrie NF, and the
Chequamegon NF, had substantially lower percentage of forest
land in at least one of the three buffer zones than within the NFs.
– The percentage of persisting forest land within the NF was higher
than those in the buffer zones, while the percentage of disturbed
forest land within the NF was lower than those in the buffer zones.
Among the NFs, the percentage of disturbed forest land for the four
NFs located in southeastern U.S., including the De Soto NF, the
Talladega NF, the Francis Marion NF, and the Uwharrie NF, were
substantially higher (ranged from near 30% to about 45% of total land
area) than those for the three NFs located in northern U.S. (about 10%–
20% of total land area). This was also true in the three buffer zones
except for the Superior NF where the percentage of disturbed forest
land in the buffer zones reached near 30%.
3.2.2. Temporal dynamics of forest disturbance
The temporal details provided by the Landsat images in the LTSS
allowed an in-depth analysis of the temporal variability of forest

disturbance. With the changes mapped at quasi-biennial temporal
steps, annual disturbance rate was calculated as follows. First, for the
acquisition year of each image in a LTSS, a disturbance rate was
calculated as the ratio of the pixels disturbed in that year over the total
number of forest pixels. This ratio was then divided by the number of
years between that image acquisition and the immediately previous
acquisition included in that LTSS to calculate annual disturbance rate.
Fig. 6 shows the variation of annual forest disturbance rate as a
function of year within the NFs and the three buffer zones
surrounding each of them. Because it was not possible to know
when the disturbances in the pre-observation disturbance category
occurred, the annual disturbance rate for this category was not
calculated and therefore was excluded from Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 shows that for each NF, the disturbance rate varied
considerably from year to year, both within the NF and in the three
surrounding buffer zones. It also shows that except for the Uwharrie
NF, the disturbance rate within the NFs were lower than those in their
surrounding buffer zones during most of the years represented by the
LTSS, although there were short periods when the NFs experienced
about the same or higher levels of disturbance rates than their buffer
zones. The difference in disturbance rate between the Uwharrie NF
and the buffer zones varied from year to year, but over the entire
observing period the NF and the buffer zones had about the same level
of disturbance rates. The shapes or linear edges of the disturbed areas
suggest that most of the disturbances were due to logging, harvesting,
or other management activities for both within and surrounding the
NF (see Figs. 3 and 4(D)).
Fig. 6 also shows that several NFs and/or their buffer zones
experienced substantially higher disturbance rates in some years than
in other years. The Francis Marion NF and its buffer zones had
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Fig. 6. Temporal variation of the annual forest disturbance rate (y axis, calculated as the percentage of forest land disturbed in each year) within each of the seven NFs and three buffer
zones deﬁned by distance of 0–5 km, 5–10 km, and 10–15 km from the boundary of each NF.

disturbance rates of about 8%–10% in 1989 and about 4%–6% in 1990
whereas the rates in other years were mostly below 3%. The most
likely cause of the 1989 disturbances was blow-down by Hurricane
Hugo, which passed that area on September 21, 1989 and devastated
much of the forests in this area. Brown & Schroeder (1999) found that
Hurricane Hugo resulted in a distinct pattern of mortality in this
region. Salvaging of trees felled by the hurricane may have also contributed to some of the 1989 disturbances, but should be responsible

for most of the 1990 disturbances (Marsinko et al., 1993). Higher
disturbance rates were mapped in 1988 and 1990 than in other years
in the buffer zones of the Talladega NF. The Chequamegon NF had
substantially higher disturbance rates in its buffer zones in 1987 and
1988 than in the other years. The Forest Service ﬁeld ofﬁce at each
individual NF likely has the local knowledge of disturbance events that
can be used to help understand such dramatic variations of the
disturbance rates over time.
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4. Summaries and conclusions
Monitoring the dynamics of national forests (NFs) is essential for
assessing their conditions and for developing effective management
strategies that will allow the NFs to provide a sustainable supply of
goods and services. Use of conventional bi-temporal change detection
methods applied to sparse image acquisitions (e.g. 10 years apart) can
miss signiﬁcant portions of changes (e.g. Lunetta et al., 2004; Masek
et al., 2008). This is because that due to vigorous post-disturbance
regeneration, the spectral signal of disturbances that occurred soon
after the ﬁrst image acquisition could disappear by the second image
acquisition. In this study we employed a time series approach for
monitoring the NFs using time series stacks of Landsat images (LTSS),
each of which consisted of images acquired from 1984 to 2006 with a
nominal interval of 2 years. The assembled image stacks were
analyzed using an automated change mapping algorithm called
vegetation change tracker (VCT).
This time series approach was used to map forest disturbance
history for four NFs in southeastern U.S. and three in north central U.S.,
including the De Soto NF in Mississippi, Talladega NF in Alabama,
Francis Marion NF in South Carolina, Uwharrie NF in North Carolina,
Chequamegon NF in Wisconsin, Hiawatha NF in Michigan, and the
Superior NF in Minnesota. Due to data budget constraints LTSS was
assembled for only one WRS tile for each NF although most of the
selected NFs spanned more than one WRS tile. Therefore, the
conclusions reached through this study regarding the selected NFs
and their buffer zones only apply to the portion where they
intersected with the assembled LTSS. For each LTSS, the VCT
algorithm produced a disturbance year map and calculated a change
magnitude for each mapped disturbance. While the change magnitude can be roughly considered as an indicator as to whether a
disturbance was a major (e.g., clear cut or stand replacement ﬁre) or
minor one (e.g., thinning, storm damage, or low to moderate
intensity ﬁre), its linkage to biomass removal or other physical
measurements regarding that disturbance has yet to be established.
The disturbance year maps for two of the seven LTSS, including WRS
path 21/row 37 and path 27/row 27, were validated using a design
based accuracy assessment method. Without spatial or temporal
aggregation, the overall accuracy at the per-pixel level was 79.7% for
path 21/row 37 and 78.7% for path 27/row 27, and many of the
disturbance classes had user's accuracies of over 70% or higher. While
the producer's accuracy values for many disturbance classes were
lower, most of the changes not captured by the VCT algorithm were
minor disturbances. For the path 27/row 27 site (northern Minnesota), there were also considerable wetlands that were mapped as
persisting or disturbed forest. This problem could be reduced by
using existing land cover data sets such as the NLCD (Vogelmann et
al., 2001; Homer et al., 2004). Visual assessment of the disturbance
year maps for the other sites suggested that those maps should have
similar accuracy levels as the maps for the two sites where accuracy
assessment was performed.
According to the VCT derived disturbance year maps, each of the
seven NFs consisted of 90% or more forest land, where forest land
included both persisting and disturbed forests. During the 1984–
2006 observing period, about 30%–45% of the land pixels in the four
NFs in southeastern U.S. and 10%–20% of those in the three NFs in
northern U.S. were disturbed at least once. For each NF, the three
buffer zones deﬁned at 0–5 km, 5–10 km, and 10–15 km from the
boundary of that NF generally had lower percentage of forest land
than within the NF, and the proportions of disturbed forest in the
buffer zones were considerably higher than within the NF. Temporally, the annual disturbance rates varied considerably both within
the boundary and in the three buffer zones of each NF. Except for the
Uwharrie NF, where no obvious trend was found as to whether the NF
experienced higher or lower disturbance rates than its buffer zones, the
disturbance rates within the other NFs were generally lower than in
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their buffer zones during most of the years of the observing period of
each LTSS.
The derived disturbance maps reveal that several NFs and/or
their buffer zones experienced substantially higher disturbance rates
in certain years than in other years. While we were able to link the
extremely high disturbance rates in the Francis Marion NF and its
buffer zones in 1989 and 1990 to Hurricane Hugo, which passed that
area on September 21, 1989, understanding of the dramatic temporal
variations of disturbance rates in other areas requires local knowledge of disturbance events at each individual NF.
The time series approach employed in this study represents a
new approach for monitoring national forests and other public or
private forest lands. This approach allows reconstruction of disturbance history over the last two decades by taking advantage of
the temporal depth of the Landsat archive, and can be used to
provide continuous monitoring as new satellite images are acquired.
Now that the U.S. Geological Survey has announced plans for no cost
access to its Landsat image archive6, and the Landsat images needed
for assembling the required LTSS should exist for most places in the
U.S. (Goward et al., 2006), this time series approach can be used to
monitor protected areas across the U.S., as well as in other countries
where the Landsat images needed for developing LTSS exist. Because
the FZ and IFZ used by the VCT algorithm are calculated in a selfnormalization nature, the VCT algorithm can be adapted for use with
other Landsat class satellite imagery, and for integrated use of
images from different instruments for areas where images from a
single instrument are inadequate for developing LTSS. As with
several other issues with the VCT algorithm, this issue will be further
investigated and the results will be reported separately.
Because the disturbance products derived using this time series
approach are spatially explicit and contain substantially more
temporal details than conventional bi-temporal change products,
they likely will be found highly valuable for many applications
requiring data with adequate spatial and temporal details. For areas
where post-disturbance recovery occurred, the disturbance year
map can be used to calculate the age of regrowing forests, although
the timing as to when regrowth started can vary from one disturbed
forest stand to another. More research is needed to determine
whether post-disturbance regrowth occurred for a given disturbance, and if it did occur, when it started. This will allow more
accurate calculation of the age of a forest stand growing back from a
previous disturbance. For carbon modeling studies, use of the
derived disturbance products likely will yield substantially reduced
uncertainties than using conventional bi-temporal change products
or products derived using sparser satellite observations. In fact, if the
high disturbance rates calculated for the four NFs and their buffer
zones in the southeastern U.S. are indicative of the overall
disturbance rates for the whole region, the magnitude of carbon
ﬂux arising from the mapped disturbances and the post-disturbance
regrowth, and the role of forest disturbance and regrowth in this
region in modulating the atmospheric carbon budget need to be
reassessed.
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